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About This Game

Join Vicky, an orphan firestarter, in this cynically charming indie platformer as she fights to rid the planet of intergalactic
demon invaders. Featuring classic style run-and-gun gameplay, minigames, and more!

Fight your way through 18 levels, each tougher than the previous, unlock new abilities, finish level challenges and seek out
bonus levels. If you're feeling up to it, test your mettle with the "Stupid Hard" setting.

Vicky Saves the Big Dumb World is a devilishly funny, cartoonish adventure, with plenty of action, violence, and high
replayablility. Made with a love of B movies and low budget aesthetics, Vicky features an original soundtrack by MackOne.

- 18 levels
- 4 bonus levels

- 4 unlockable abilities
- 2 minigames
- Endless Zone
- Big Battles

- "Stupid Hard" mode: enemies are tougher and faster, no checkpoints
- "Forbidden Fruit" collectibles: unlock minigames, endless zone, and a new attack!!

- 28 unique Steam achievements

*A game controller is HIGHLY recommended
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 250 MB available space
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vicky saves the big dumb world

still needs a lot of work.. Railroad Corporation is a fun game. It's not to complicated or in depth as other transport games like
Transport Fever, but it's fun. I like that there are a lot of options to research and a lot of locomotives to chose from. It still won't
stop me from playing Transport Fever, but it's a good change once in a while.

Check out my video if you want to see some gameplay footage:
https://youtu.be/59oMQqj3q7c. Pros:
- Awesome graphics
- Customizable ship
- Tight and challenging gameplay
- Cool boss design

Cons:
- I'm bad at this game
- I've died a lot
- like, A LOT
- I got frustrated
- my life's been spiraling out of control since
- \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 my life

Edit: beat the game on the lowest difficulty. my life is good again.. Thoroughly enjoyable game. It reminds me A LOT of "Yet
Another Zombie Defense Game", but with a lot more personality. If you put Minecraft, Plants vs Zombies, a generic time
management game and a generic tower defense game into a blender, you'd get something pretty close to this. And it's actually
quite an enjoyable combination. It's still a little rough around the edges of course, but you can play the current 2 maps from start
to finish without any crashes. A well spent $3 and I'm looking forward to seeing how this game continues to develop.. Awesome
puzzle game. Really not for the weak minded. But the good part is, if you ever get stuck in a level, you can try other branches to
get to the next level. And it is even better to play with the steam controller. ;). I have no regrets...... This is a must-have game. I
don't know if the developer(s) are MIA now or planning updates, but this is a top-10 VR game, but pretty short. At $13 it's still a
steal. I would gladly pay $30+ for more content. The potential for multiplayer battles is HUGE. Love the graphics style and
game play. Don't hesitate, buy this.

Disclaimer: I bought this myself, played a while ago, just now coming back to review.
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Go to try out game... 30 hours later.

Simple addictive somewhat idle dungeon crawler with light micromanagement aspects.

Not pay 2 win which is amazingly rare to see, well done guys.. this games is ???. A very functional mod, though it's irritating
that the AI for tanks mounting sponsons tends to hiccup when trying to deal with quicker vehicles circling it.. It aint Touhou, but
its close.. Not a bad game, just needs a way to create your own heroes. That is sorely lacking. The main hero should be
creatable. Additionally I dont see where this version has a map editor which means if this is so the game is not worth 30 dollars
more like 20 dollars considering its a mod of Heroes 7.
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